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Abstract 
We consider a  finite  state/action  Markov Decision 
Process over the infinite time horizon, and  with  the 
limiting average reward  criterion. However, we are 
interested not only in maximizing  the  above  reward 
criterion but also in minimizing "the variability" of 
the  stream of rewards. The latter  notion  is  formal- 
ized in two  alternative  ways:  one in terms of 
measuring  absolute deviations from the "optimal" 
reward, and  the other in terms of a "long-run variance" 
of a  policy. In both cases we  formulate  a  bi-objective 
optimization problem  and show that  efficient (i.e., 
"nondominated") deterministic  stationary policies 
exist and can be  computed  by  finite  algorithms. In 
addition, in the  former case we  give an algorithm for 
computing a  finite set of "critical efficient 
policies" which in a  sense  constitutes  one complete 
set of reasonable responses by  a  decision-maker  sensi- 
tive  to  the  variability of rewards. However, the 
analysis of this case is intended  primarily as a 
"sensitivity analysis" technique rather than a  complete 
theoretical treatment of the  gain/variability trade- 
offs. 
1. Introduction 
Let p 1, p2, . . . .  be  the  sequence of a  single  period 
rewards of a  finite  state/action  Markov Decision pro- 
cess. Once the  initial  state X1 = i  and  a policy "n 
used  by  the decision-maker are specified, the  expected 
reward at time  t:  ET(ptIX1 = i) is well  defined.  The 
corresponding average  expected  reward  is  defined  by 
T 
C. ( T )  = lim  inf 1. z E~(P, 1x1 = i) . 
T-to3 t=l 
The bulk of the  literature  dealing with these 
"average reward" processes concerns itself with the 
issues of existence, and computation of a  policy TI* 
such  that  for  every  i 
0. (TI*) = max Oi(7), 
which is  then  called an average optimal, or simply an 
optimal policy.  If yi denotes the  probability that 
the  initial  state  is i, then v(y) = yi Oi(T*)  is  the 
y-value of the  process. However, since  the rewards at 
each  stage are random variables, the actual reward at 
the  stage  t will be  some realization of p rather than 
i Supported  in part by NSF Grant $ECS-8204677. The 
numerical examples  were  solved  with  the lp of pro- 
grams written by  T.A.  Schultz.  We  are  indebted  to 
Professors A.J. Goldman and M.J. Sobel for their com- 
ments concerning this work, any errors remaining in  the 
present manuscript  are  the authors' alone. 
- 
i 
t 
E,(pt /Xl = i) . It is our claim that  the "variability" 
of the  stream of rewards caused  by  this randomness 
should be taken into consideration in many applications 
of Markovian Decision Processes. To illustrate this 
claim in Figures 1 and 2 we present the scattergrams of 
the  costs/rewards observed in a  simulation of 100 
stages (with every 5th  printed out) of a  simple  inven- 
tory  process 
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Figure 1: Simulation of 100 stages (every 5th shown) 
of the  example of Section 5 under a 
0-optimal  policy no. 
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Figure 2: Simulation of 100 stages (every 5th shown' 
of the  example of Section 5 under  a 
.B-optimal policy ?. 
h 
(see Section 5) under two golicies T and T, respsc- 
tively. It is intuitively clear that  the policy ?r 
produces less "variability" than "no in the stream of 
rewards. 
0 
In this paper  we propose two alternative ways of 
formalizing  this notion of "variability": one in terms 
of measuring absolute deviations from  the "optimal" 
reward (Section 3 ) ,  and  the other in terms of mini- 
mizing  the "long-run variance" of a  ?olicy (Section 4). 
In both cases we formulate a bi-objective optimization 
problem with the usual maximization of the average 
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reward  as  the first objective, and  the minimization of 
a measure of variability as the second  objective.  We 
assume that the decision-maker will attach weights 
(1-f) and f (with f E [O,il) respectively to these 
objectives  and is interested  in finding an "f-optimal" 
policy in the  single-objective optimization problem so 
created.  We  regard f as  the "flattening" factor, since 
larger  values of f tend to yield f-optimal policies 
which induce "flattened" scattergrams (e.g. , see 
Fig. 2 ) .  
More precisely, we consider the class "C1"  of 
policies which induce a unique vector-limit-point of 
state-action frequencies. This class, while restricted, 
includes all stationary  policies. Now, every  policy 
T E C defines a uniqde  probability distribution x(-) 
on the "long-run reward" whlch is a random variable R 
whose range are the  immediate rewards corresponding to 
all possible state-action  pairs. An f-optimal  policy 
of Section 3 will, among  other things, be a solution of 
the Froblem (see (lo), (9 )  and ( 8 ) )  : 
1 
maximize !(l-f)E-(R'l - fE-(iR-v(y) I ) } ,  
where E-(*) denotes the expectation operator. 
We also assume that the decision-maker is inter- 
ested in  computing a certain finite set of "critical 
efficient policies". These are efficient (or nondomin- 
ated) policies such that for  every f E [0,1] one of 
these policies is  f-optimal.  In effect, these policies 
partition the unit interval into the union 
Q I (j) = [0,11 of subintervals with the  property that 
exactly one  member of this set  is  f-optimal  for  every 
I 
f E I(j). A finite algorithm for computing one  such 
critical set of stationary (deterministic policies is 
presented  in Section 3. 
In Section 4 the  prece'jing  weighted optimization 
problem  is  replaced by (see (21)) : 
maximize .:(l-f)E-(R) - f VarT(R)>, 
where  Var (R) depotes the variance  operator.  Again a 
finite algorithm is outline3 which finds a stationary 
deterministic policy which is  an  optimal  solution of 
this problem (if f E [0,ll). However, from  the compu- 
tational point of view this algorithm  is much more 
cumbersome than the rather efficient algorithm of 
Section 3. Fiirther, no algorithm  for constructing a 
critical set is given in this case. 
It should  be  mentioned that the subject of "risk- 
sensltive" Markovian Decision Processes has  received 
some attention in recent years.  Among the majorcontri- 
butions to this area are  the works of Howard  and 
Matheson [ 8 I ,  Jaquette [ 9 I, [lo], Sobel [121, 1141, 
Cheung  and  Sobel [ l ] ,  and others. While this paper 
was motivated by concerns similar to those addressed 
in some of the  above works, it is not based on any of 
them, however, the derivations of our results  depend 
essentially  on  the techniques developed  by  Hordijk  and 
Kallenkerg [ 6 I ,  [ 7 I , and  Kallenberg [Ill, and also on 
the techniqaes of multiobjective linear programming 
(e.g.,  see Yu and  Zeleny 1151). Most recently Sobel 
[ 1 3 1 ,  has  stu3ied a closely related  problem  but  from a 
somewhat different standpoint, and with the help of 
different mathematical techniques.  In particular, 
Sobel assumes that the initial state can be chosen by 
the decision maker and extends some of the techniques 
of Denardo [ 3 I to his two-objective problem. However, 
throughout our paper the initial state distribution is 
assumed as given, and  our  results  are  developed within 
the mathematical framework of 161, [ 7 1 ,  and (111. 
2.  Definitions  and  Preliminaries 
A discrete Markovian  decision process ? is 
observed at discrete time  points t = 1,2, ... . The 
state space  is  denoted by E = {1,2,. . . ,N3. With each 
state i E E, we associate a finite  action set A(i). 
At  any  time  point t the system is in one of the  states 
and  an  action has to be  chosen  by  the decision maker. 
If  the  system is in state i and  action a E A(i) is 
chosen, then an immediate  reward r. is  earned  and  the 
process moves to a state j E E with transition proba- 
la 
h' 
bility P .  , where 2 .  > 0 and 1 P .  , = 1. 
la] ' laj - j=1 la1 
A decision rule 7 at time t is a function which t 
assigns a probability to the event that action a is 
taken at  time  t. In general, Tt may depend on all 
realized states up to and  including  time t and on all 
realized actions up to time t. A policy V is a se- 
quence of decision rules: i; = (7  ,7 ,..., I ,... ) .  
For a Markov  policy  we  require that the  decision rule 
at time t depends only on the state at time t; 
t = 1,2, .... A policy  is  called  stationary if all 
decision rules  are  identical. A deterministic  policy 
is a stationary policy with conrandomized decision 
rules.  Let C, C ( M ) ,  C(S)  and C ( D )  be the sets of all 
policies, the  Markov policies, the  stationary  policies 
and  the  deterministic policies, respectively. 
1 2  - t 
Let  Xt  be  the  state at time t and Yt be  the  action 
at  time t and P_(Xt = j,Yt = alXl = i)  be the condi- 
tional probability that at time t the  state  is j and 
the  action taken is a, given that tke  initial  state 
is i and  the  decision-maker uses a policy 7. For any 
policy ? and initial state i, we define the U J -  
counted or average expected reward  over  the infinite 
horizon by 
T 
A policy T;* is average optimal if for every i E E 
( 2 )  
It is well known that there exists an average optimal 
deterministic policy. 
Let y = (yl,y 2...,y ) '  be a given initial distri- 
N S 
bution, that is, yi = P(X1 = i) with Yi = 1. For 
any policy define 
~ ( y , : )  = ~ 1 .  T z y,F (x =j,Y =alX  =i)r, . ( 3 )  
i=l 
T-M~ 1 ,,a,= 1 7  t t 1 13 
Nou, suppose that instead of one set of rewards 'we have 
m sets, that is, for  each a A(i)  there  are m rewards: 
ria , ria ,...,ria . Hence  for  each k = l...,m we have 
a separate Markovian Decision Process Tk with the 
rewards ria k ; (i,a) E E x A(i) and  the  same  set of 
transition probabilities Piaj;  (i,a,j) E E  x A ( i )  x E. 
Given a policy T E C  and an initial state i, the 
resulting undiscounted  reward in Tk is  defined  as in 
(1) and  denoted  by Oi ( r ) .  Similarly, 
1 2 m 
k 
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0 (y,?) = C y. 0 ,  ( T )  as in (3) . While  in each rk we  can 
find an average  optimal  policy Tk, in general, there 
will not exist a  single policy that is optimal in all 
the  m processes r . k 
k k 
i l 1  
We  are thus led to the concept of an efficient, 
or a Pareto optimal  solution with respect to  a given 
initial  probability  distribution y on the  starting 
state of the  system.  More precisely, we shall say 
that  policy T,* is y-efficient if  there does not exist 
7 satisfying  the relations 
0 (y,~) > 0 (y,Ti*) for all k; 
0 (y,T) > 0 ( y , r * )  for  some k. 
k  k 
- 
k k 
(4) 
At  this  point  it will be convenient to review 
briefly  some known results from  the  theory of Markov 
decision processes, as they will  play  a  pivotal role 
in the sequel. 
Let i be an undiscounted  (single-objective) 
Markovian Decision Process as described  above. Let 
w = ( x , ~ ) ~  be  a column vector such  that  the dimension 
of both  x  and  y is d = SIA(i) j ,  where IA(i) j is the 
cardinality of the  action  space in state i. It is  well 
known that the  solution of r is closely  related to the 
following linear  program (e.g., see [ 6 1 ) .  
1 
where 4 is an  appropriate coefficient matrix  incor- 
porating the  probability transitions, B is an arbitrary 
strictly positive, N-dimensional  probability  vector 
and 0 denotes an  appropriate  vector of zeros.  The 
relationship betwen (LP) and r is described in the 
following Theorem due  to  Hordijk  and  Kallenberg [ 6 1 .  
Theorem 2.1. Let 0 be  the  feasible  region  of (LE'), 
then there exist transformations T: C ( S )  + R and 
T: 0 + C ( S )  such that for all TI E C ( S )  T(T(TI)) = T ,  
and both T  and 7 preserve  optimality. That is, if TI 
is an optimal policy in r then uo = T(;i ) is optimal 
in (LP) , and if (u 1 s  optimal in (LP) t'nen 7' = T ( U  ) 
is optimal in r.  
Theorem 2.2. If uo = (xO,yo) is an extreme optimal 
solution of  (LP) then Eo E C(D)  which is optimal in 7 
can be obtained as follows: If x0 > 0 for some 
a E A(i), then no will select action a with probability 
1 whenever state  i is visited, if x0 = 0 for all 
a E A(i)  ther. yo > 0 for some  a E A(i)  and TI0 Will 
select that action. (Note that the  above procedure 
could result in more than one optimal deterministic 
stationary  policy  generated  by  single uO, and is dif- 
ferent from  computing T ( u  ) as in Theorem 2.1). 0 
0 
0 .  0 
ia 
la 
ia 
3. The Issue of Variability: Multiobjective Approach I 
In this Section we return to  the problem of the 
"variability of rewards" induced by optimal or near 
optimal policies in an average  reward  Markovian 
Decision Process (AMD-process for short). Let 7' be 
such  a process with rewards r1 for  all (i,a) E E xA(i) 
and To E C be an optimal policy as in ( 2 )  resulting in 
tne corresponding optimal value vector 
la 
G1(T0) = (0 (?  ) , . . . ,oN(;i ) ) . Hence with a given 1 0   l T  
1 
initial distribution y (typically  assumed  to be known) 
we can associate a y-value of r1 which will be defined 
in accordance with (3) as the  number  v (y) = y  @ (T  ) . 
Now, if we  let p1 denote the random variable which is 
the  reward at stage t, then whenever a  policy T is 
used  we shall observe a realization of  the random se- 
quence (pl, p2, . . .  ) .  Thus an optimal policy TI 
guarantees that i yi [r E O(pt/Xl = i) I = v  (y) , 
however, it says nothing about the  size of the devia- 
tions Dt = I pt - v (y) I at  each t. In particular, 
since  we  are dealing with an infinite horizon model 
and  if we are interested in  f inding al ternat ives  to TI 0 
which produce  less variability of the rewards, then we 
should  be  concerned  with  the values of p2 in the  long- 
1 T 1 0  
t 
1 1  0 
l T  1 1 
W i  1 n  
2 1 1  
t 
run. Furthermore, if there was originally a rationale 
for the  averaging of the rewards presumably  the  same 
rationale applies to  the deviations p2 Thus we are 
"naturally" led  to consider a  second  A?1D-process i' , 
with the  same  state  and action spaces, the  same  proba- 
t' 2 
bility transitions but with the rewards defined by 
r2 = -1,s - v (y) I for  all (i,a) EExA(i), i € E .  We 
shall call r2 the value deviation process associated 
with Y1 and  the  initial distribution r .  We can now 
define a  third AMD-process r(f) for each f E [0,11 with 
rewards 
1 
ia la 
r (f) = (1 - f)r: + frL . (i,a) E ExA(i), (5) 
ia la ia' 
and  the  same remaining data as r and rL. We call this 
process an f-process associated with T1 and r . In 
this process the decision maker "penalizes" the  reward 
r1 associated with an outcome (i,a) by  a fraction f 
1 
2 
ia 
of the negative absolute deviation of this reward from 
the y-value of the original process rl. The symbol. "f" 
above stands for "flattened" since an optimal policy 
in T(f) will tend  to  produce rewards in the original 
process r1 which are less scattered than those  typical- 
ly  produced  by optimal in r . Now we shall say that 1 
TI* is f-optimal if for all T E  c 
(O;(.ii) is defined as in (1) for T(f). 
The  associated linear program (LPf) is now of the form 
where A and 0: are the  same as in (LP)  and Y is the 
initial distribution vector. 
To interpret the variables of  (LPf) we shall need 
to define the expected state-action frequencies induced 
by an arbitrary policy T E C during  the first T periods 
of the AYD-process with initial distribution y, that 
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is, for  all j E, a t A ( j ) ,  let 
Further, let X(;) denote  the  set  of  all limit points  of 
the  vectors {x (r) IT = 1,2 . . .  :,, where x ( -1  is  IA(i) I T .  T 
-dimensional vector with entries  given  by ( 7 ) .  If 
X ( - )  = ,:x (7) 1, a singleton, then the  entries  of x(T) 
i 
can  be  izterFreted as the  long-run expected state- 
action frequencies induced  by r. We are fhus led  to 
consider the class of golicies C = . I T t C i  /X(-) ~ = 13, 
which have a unique limit point x(T). There exists an 
interesting relationship between the feasible region of 
(LPf) and  the set of all possible long-run expected 
frequencies (see p. 131 of 1111) rihich can be 
expressed  as follows: Let L = {x(-) E X(') I T  E cI, L~ = 
Ex(;r) E X ( 7 )  iTEC ; , L ( S )  = {x( ; i )  EX(-)  i?-EC(s)I and 
X = !xi there exists y such  that iz = (x,y) 1 s  feasible 
for (LPf) 1 then 
1 
1- 
T .  
L = L1 = L(S) = x, - (8, 
where L ( s )  is  the closure of L(S). Now, it follows 
frcm (1) and  the  above that for  every f E [0,1] and 
% E C 1 ,  
However, since every iz = (x,y) feasible for (LFf) 
satisfies xia = 1, we can regard x a5 one of the 
possible "long-run probability distributions" on the 
"outcomes (i,a)" in the AMC-Frocess T(f) with the 
initial distribution . j .  Hence, in view of (8) and (9), 
in the  (LPf)  we  are maximizing the long-run, average 
expected  reward in ?(f) (with  initial distribution y )  
over all possible "long-rur. distributions on the out- 
comes (i,a)". Further, the rewards r. (f) include a 
weighted penalty for absolute deviations from the 
\,'-value v (y) of the origir.al process r . 
T 
i,a 
la 
1 1 
Since there is a policy 7'- E C (D) which is average 
optimal ir. ? (f) and C12C (E) (see Kallenkrg 2 .  135 of 
1111 j , we have 
for any initial distributicn Y, that is 7' is  also 
f-optimal. 
We shall now consider simultaneously two closely 
related 2-objective prob1en.s:  The first is  the 2-ob- 
jective MDP < , y2 > , and  the  second is the 2-ob- 1 
jective linear program < z1,z2 > where zk = z r.  x. ;
for k = 1,2. Tte feasible region in tte "decision 
k 
i,a la la 
. -  
space" of < T', T'> is the set of all policies c while 
the correspondicg region of < z1,z2 > is  the  set 
D(y) = {h = ( X , : ? ) ~ ; L  is feasible for (LPF)  1. 
Let Eff denote tie set of stationary y-efficient 
policies in < r1,r2 > , that is, if -* EEff then 7* 
EC(S)  and is efficient in the sense of (4). In the 
remainder of this Section 'de shall be  interested in 
enumerating the rather small set of certain "critical 
y-efficient policies". We  shall  say that a Folicy 
TEEff is critical if there exists an interval 
I(?-) = [a(r),b(rjIC[0,11 with a(F )  < b(r;) and  such 
that T is f-optimal for all fEI(7). A finite  set 
j( = IT,. . . ,T j cEff is a critical set if each T ,  is 
critical with tne interval I = [as,bsl, where 
m 1 
m 
[0,1] = U I and b = a for s = 1,2,.. .,m-1. s s+l s=l 
Remark 3.2. Once a critical set X and  its  associated 
partition of [0,1] are known, the decision-maker can 
easily  find a y-efficient stationary policy corres- 
ponding to  any weight f which  he chooses to  assign to 
the  variability objective ? 2 .  Furthermore, a simu- 
lation of the  performances of - 1,"2'. - . . , 7 will pro- 
vide an indication of the  gain-variability  tradeoffs 
associated with the different flattening-factor 
values. 
m 
Next we shall describe an algorithm which will 
generate a deterministic critical set x, that is, 
every T E X  will also lie in C(D).  The algorithm 
utilizes the linear programing formulation of an AVD- 
process (see Theorems 2.1 and 2.2) and  parametric 
linear programming. We  shall  need  the following 
notation and preliminary results. 
The feasible region in the "objective space" of 
the problem < z',z' > will be  denoted  by  the symbol 
Z ( - < )  = { z  = ( z  1 2  ,Z ) = (RlL,R2L) /ZED((Y)3, where Rl and 
R are  appropriately chosen row vectors. 
Lema 3.3. The set Z ( ' r ,)  is a bounded polyhedron in L< 2 . 
3 
T r o o f :  By (8) and (9) with every :: = (x,y)'lED(Y) we 
can associate T t C suc5. that 1 
However, by (10) max  ck(y,-) exists (note  that 
'(fj = Y1 or r wnen f = 0 or 1, respectively), hence 
Z ( - 0  is bouzded. The Lerna now follows. 
2 , C1 
u 
In the problem < zl,z' > let De C D  ('j) denote the 
set of efficient points in the decision sgace, and 
Z C Z ( y )  denote the corresponding set of efficient 
points in the objective space.  While  the  above  termin- 
ology is now standard, the reader may with to consult 
ChaFter 4 of Cohon [ 2 I .  It is easy  to  see that D 
can be completely characterized by  generating  the 
finite  set D C D  of  extreme  efficient points, that 
is, the extreme points of D('0 which are  efficient in 
ex e 
, . -  
the < zL,zL > poblem. Let Z be  the subset of Z 
such that every point of Z is  an  extrene point of 
Z ( y ) .  In view of Lemma 3.3 it is easy  to  check that 
Z is  the  connected union of line segments in Z2 which 
is  the "North-East" or the "Pareto" boundary of 2 (y) , 
and can be  completely characterized by Z . 
Remark 3.4. Note that since  we  have orSy two  objec- 
tives, and since the dimension of the vectors L is 
large, the cardinality of Z will  typically  be  much 
smaller than that of D . It will  be seen that to 
find a critical set of Folicies in < > we shall 
need only the members of ZeX, hence rather than use a 
ex 
€X 
€X 
ex 
€X 
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standard  method  for  finding all of D (e.g.,  see Yu 
and Zeleny [151), we give an a2parently new algorithm 
for computing Z . 
ex 
ex 
The following results will  be  needed  to establish 
the  validity of our method  for computing a critical 
set of policies in the problem < ?,r2 > . 
Lemma  3.5. (i) For any fixed  f E [0,11, let I? EC1 be 0 
A 
f-optimal and x(7") be its long-run frequency distri- 
bution, then  there exists yo such that U ( T  ) = 
(X(T ) , y ) is optimal in (LPf) . 
(ii) Let o? = (x ,y ) be optimal in (LPf) for some 0 0 0  
f E [O,l] then 
0 
0 0  
0 C ria(f)xia = max @ (y,n). f 
i,a C 
(iii) Let f E (0,l) and TT ECl be  f-optimal then K' is 
Y-efficient. 
0 
Proof.  (i) Let W =  (x,y)  be an arbitrary  point in D(y). 
By (8) there exists I? E C1  such  that  x = x(TJ . Hence 
by (9) the objective of (LPf)  evaluated at w is 
However, for all T E C 1  we  have 
But  by (8) there exists yo such  that (*io = 
(x(I? ) ,yo) D(y)  hence in view of (12)  and (13) W o  is 
optimal in (LPf) . 
(ii) By (10) there exists ;i* E C  which is f-optimal. 
Hence  by Fart (i) 
0 
1 
(iii) Suppose no is not y-efficient, then there exists 
T, such that 
k 0 (y,?) > $ ( y , ~  ) for k = 1,2, 
with the strict inequality  holding  for  either  k = 1 or 
2. Since f E (0,l) we now have 
k O  
(l-f)d('f,% + fo2(y,;) > (1-f)@ (y,I? ) +fO (y,r 1. (15) 1 0  2 0  
However, note  from (3) and ( 7 )  that  for  k = 1,2 
for some x(n) C, X ( . i ) ,  where T: is an arbitrary  policy in 
C. Hence (15) can be re-written as 
for  some x(;) E X(?) (recall that X(T ) contains only 
x(ro) ) . Now since  by part (i) w(;7 ) = (x(K ) ,y ) waz 
optimal in (LPf) and  since  by (8) there exists some  y 
such that L! = (x(T)  ,y) E O(y!, (16)  contradicts the 
0 
0 0 0  
h A 
optimality of w ( r 0 )  in (LPf). G 
In I4 1 it is shown that if z = (R Ili ,R W ) EZex, 
s I s  2 s  
then w = (x(s)  ,y(s) T is optimal in the linear program 
(LPf) for all f E Is = [as,bsl C [0,11 with as < bs. 
Theorem 3.6. Choose any f E (a  ,bs)  and let Ti E C(D) 
be  f -optimal, then 7' is f-opt:mal for all f E I . 
Proof.  Since z E Z  , for every f E  (a ,b ) it is the s ex s s  
unique optimum of the maximization problem 
maxi[(l-f)z +fz 1 1 2  = ( z  , z  ) E Z ( ~ ) } .  
However, with no we can as in Lemma 3.5 associate 
u(7') = (x(T ,y ) optimal in (LPf) for f = fo. 
That is, 
0 0 
0 
-
1 2' 1 2  
(17) 
0 0  
z (Y) 
Hence 
r 
The second last equality in (19) is due to the fact 
that 'JJ is optimal in (LPf) for a l l  f E Is, while the 
last equality follows from Lemma 3.5 (ii). U 
- AlsoKiLhg f o r  findins 5 gritLcsl-sgt-or poLigigs_ 
Step 1. Use Parametric Linear programing to generate 
Zex = {zl , z 2 , .  . . ,z 1 and a corresponding set m 
fi = {w1,w2,. . . ,w } in D such that: m  ex 
(i) z s  = C rk x. ( s ) ;  s = 1,2,. . . ,m  and  k = 1,2 and 
(ii) w s  is optimal in (LPf) for all f E Is = [as,bsl 
with 0 = al < bl = a2 < b2 ... < bm = 1. 
Step 2. For each s = I, ..., m take any f E (as,bs)  and 
find an average optimal policy n S E C ( D )  in i-(fs). By 
Theorem 3.6,  the set x = {?T1,T2,. . . , n  1 is a critical 
set of policies. 
Remark 3.7. An inspection of the  proof of this 
algorithm which is given in [ 41 shows that both Rex 
and y, constructed above may not be  unique. This lack 
of uniqueness, however, is not a serious drawback 
since  if y,' = in;,. . . ,I?'} is another critical set then 
for  k = 1,2 
ex k 
ia la i,a 
m 
m 
for  every s = I, ..., m. 
Remark 3.8. It should  be  noted that none of the 
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preceding analysis would  change if the rewards of the 
second process I were  defined  differently.  One-sided 
deviations (r. = (v (y) - r , )  if r1 < v (y) , and 2 1 1 1 la la la 
- 2  
r 2 otherwise) naturally come to  mind. i -  la 
4. The Issue of Variability: Xultiobjective Approach I1 
In view of the discussion in Section 3, it is 
temptlng to  generalize  the ;receding approach as 
follows: Given an initial jistribution y and  the sets 
X, L, L and ;(E) as before, we can define the long- 1 
run variance of golicy 7 i ~3~ by (see ( 3 ) ,  ( 7 ) )  --
where r are the rewards of the original AMD-process. 
We will construct a function which weighs the  expected 
reward  and  the long-run variance  and then finds optimal 
solution to this weighted ojjective function, that is, 
max [(l-f)C(y,T) -~V(T)]; f E [0,1] (20) 
ia 
" 
which includes a penalty for the long-run variance. 
Since x = L1, we have from (9) that  for any T E C 1  
(l-f)C(-,,-) -fv(T) = (1-f) L, r.  x. ( - ) -  
la la i,a 
Now (20) can be  converted  to  the  quadratic program: 
P C  max: L [ (1-f)r. - fr. (-1 - f[ 1 r.  x. (I)] : 2 -  i,a 12 :aIxia i,a la 13 
subject to x i X ,  ( 2 2 )  
where X is the projection of the convex polytope D(Y) 
and is itself a convex polytope. (Recall that D(V)  is 
the  feasible region of (LPf) in Section 3). From the 
constraints of D('{), we have x > 0, aEA(i),  iiE, 
and 1 x. = 1. Therefore. X 1s the closed convex 
hull of a finite number of extreme points, and  every 
extreme point of X belongs to  L(D).  (See [111, p. 138). 
The objective function in (22) is a convex function 
ia - 
i,a la 
defined over X, hence there exists an extreme point x* 
of X which is the optimal solution of (22). 
Lemma 4.1. (i) Far any  fixed f E  [0,1] and 7 * i C  opti- 
mal for (20) its vector-limit x(;*) is optimal for (22). 
(ii) the optima 3f (20jand ( 2 2 )  are  equal. 
(iii) Let f E (0,l) and 7i* i C l  be  optimal for (20) then 
TT* is efficient for  the two oblectives C(y,r)  and 
-V (ii) with 7 i C1. 
(iv) Let x*  be  the optimal solution of (22) and suppose 
that il* i C ,  is s.Jch that x(-*) = x*, then 7* is optimal 
for (20). 
Proof. (i), (ii) and (iv) follow easily from (21) and 
the fact that X = L1. (iii) Suppose -* is not effi- 
cient, then there exists a policy T E C  such that 
[ Q ( % { , T ) ,  - V ( T ) ]  2 [ @ ( y , ~ * ) ,  - l j ( - i * ) ]  and [ Z ( y , 7 ) ,  
1 
1 
- V('7) ] f [ C ( y , T * ) ,  - V(r*) 1, this implies  that 
(l-f)C(y,r) + f(-v(a)) > (l-f)C(y,T*) + f(-v(z*)) for 
f e (0,l). This contradicts the optimality of iT*. u 
By  the  above arguments we know that there exists 
a 9olicy T* E C(D) such that x(a*) = x*, with x*  an 
optimal solution of (22) and an extreme point of X. 
It follows from Lema 4.1 that T* is the  optimal 
solution of (20).  Hence  we  have  the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. There exists a deterministic policy T* 
which is optimal for (20). Further, if f E (0,l) then 
T* is efficient for the  two objectives o(':.,il) and 
-v(:), over all policies in Cl. 
Now, we  would like to construct the  deterministic 
optimal policy for (20) from a given optimal  extreme 
point  x* of X. Since  we know that  x* = x(:*) for some 
T*  E C (D) , 
(see [111, p. 135) where P * ( T * )  is  the stationary 
natrix induced  by -i*. Let Ex* = <j 11 x* f 01, it 
follows from (23) that if j EEx* then x* = 3 for  all 
aiA(j) except for one a , ,  hence  the optimal policy 
T* iC(D) has to choose the action a .  in  the  state j 
for  every j i E  For j $Ex* we have that x? = 0 for 
all atA(j). In order  to  find  tne optimal policy's 
rule at state j $ E  , we  have  to  examine  the set 
E7 E C(D) I T ,  = 1 ?; j E Ex,}, if for some To in this 
set [ytP* (7') ] j'Tja = 0 for all a i A ( j )  and j 4 E 
then is the optimal policy for ( 2 0 ) .  
a Ja 
ja 
I 
I 
X*. la 
laj 
0 
X* 
Remark 4.3. The fact that  solving (22) involves maxi- 
mizing a convex function over a polyhedron suggests 
that  the approach of this Section while theoretically 
more  appealing than that of Section 3 promises to  be 
much less tractable from  the computational point of 
view. 
5. A Simple Example 
We shall now illustrate that in a small  size 
inventorv example ever. the  simple approach of Section 
3 vields f-ortima: Dolicies which are  indeed "vari- 
ability sensitive".  The numerical data  sumnarized  in 
Table 1 comes from an example described in Hillier and 
Lieberman [ 5 1 p. 566.l 
Assuming that tte  initial distribution is 
%fT = (1, o , o , ~ )  , we  computed four f-optimal Fure 
stationary policies for the f val.Jes: 0, . 2 ,  .5, .8; 
they  are  listed in Table 2 Note that the 0-optimal 
policy  is optimal in the ?i process with  the  initial 
distribution .,', and that the y-value of this process 
is vl(y) = 30.330. 
The different degrees of variability  induced  by 
these policies can be easily observed by simulating 
their performance in the original Narkovian Decision 
Process. Tables 3 and 4 contain the results of a 
simulation of 100 staqes of the process, startins with 
initial state 1 and  usinq  the 0-ostimal and  the .8- 
oztimal colicies from Table 2, respectivels. Onlv 
everv  fifth  staqe is printed out. however, it is clear 
from the "reward" column that the fluctuations of the 
'Note that in this exar.ple  t;?e "rewards" are  actually 
costs, so we solve? r5ninization Froblens instead of 
maximation. 
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rewards under the  0-optimal policy are  considerably 
greater than those under the .8-optimal  policy.  (See 
Figures 1 and  2 in the  Introduction.) Further, the 
"average reward" column indicates that after 100 stages 
of the  simulation  the  performance of the  .8-optimal 
policy is inferior  to  the  0-optimal  policy  by  only 
33.686-31.460 = 2.226. 
F O R   S T A T E  1 
ACTION REWARD T R A N S I T I O N   P R O B A B I L I T I E S  TO STATES: 
1 2 3 4  
1 50.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
2  53.400 0.632  0.368 0.000 0.000 
3  65.200 0.264  0.368  0.368 0.000 
4  86.200 0.080  0.184  0.368  0.368 
F O R   S T A T E  2 
ACTION REWARD T R A N S I T I O N   P R O B A B I L I T I E S  TO STATES: 
1 2 3 4  
1 18.400 0.632  0.368 0.000 0.000 
2  40.200 0.264  0.368  0.368 0.000 
3  61.200 0.080 0. 184 0.368  0.368 
F O R   S T A T E  3 
ACTION REWARD T R A N S I T I O N   P R O B A B I L I T I E S  TO STATES: 
1 2 3 4  
1 5.200 0.264  0.368  0.368 0.000 
2  36.200 0.080 0. 184 0.368 0.368 
F O R   S T A T E  4 
A C T I O N  R M A R D  T R A N S I T I O N   P R O B A B I L I T I E S  TO STATES: 
1 2 3 4  
1 1.200  0. 80  .184  .368  0.368 
Table 1: 4  state  inventory  example. 
I 1 ,  f=O i f=.2 ' f=.5  f=.8 
Jstate j ;  action ~ action 
! i l l  
2 ,: 3 3 ,  2 2 
1 1 4  4 ; 3   2 1  
I action ' action 
I 
I 
3 1 2 ! : I  2 1  
4 1 
Table 2:  The  f-optimal  policies. 
CURRENT 
STAGE  STATE  CTION ----- ------_ -_---- - 
5 1  4 
10 1  4 
15 3 1 
2 0  3  1 
25 3 1 
30 2  3 
35 3 1 
40 2  3 
45 2  3 
50 2  3 
55 1  4 
60 4  1 
65 3  1 
70 4  1 
75 4 1 
83 4 1 
85 4  1 
90 4  1 
95 3 1 
100 3  1 
NEW AVERAGED 
REWARD STATE REWARD 
.------- ---_- --_--_--____ 
86.200 4 48. ooo 
86.200 1  34.300 
5.200 2  29.467
5.200 3 29.0  
5.200 2  26.32
61.200 4  29.  1
5.200 1 27.057 
61.200 4  29.575 
61.200 2 29. 67 
61.200 3  3 .760 
86.200 3  33 3 9
1.200 4 32.700 
5.200 2 30 4
1.200 2  3 . 43
1.200 3  3 .693
1.200 3  32.012
1.200 2  32. 47
1.200 1 32. 133 
5.200 2  32.337 
5.200 2 31 46
Table 3. Simulation of 100 stages under 0-optimal 
policy. 
CURRENT 
STAGE  STATE  CTION ----- ------- -_____ 
5  3  2 
10  3  2 
15  4  1 
20  2  2 
25  4  1 
30 1 2 
35  3  2 
45  2  2 
50  1  2 
55 1 2 
60 3  2 
65 3  2 
70  3  2 
75  2  2 
80 4  1 
85 1  2 
90 3  2 
95 1 2 
103  1  2 
40  3  2 
NEW AVERAGED 
REWARD STATE REWARD -------- ----- ------_--___ 
36.200 3 41 4
36.200 3  9.120 
1.200 4 36.080 
40.200 3  34.56  
1.200 3  30.688 
53.400 1 32.887 
36.200 3  2.966 
40.200  3  30.840 
53.400  1  30.320 
53.400  2  32.418 
36.200  2  32.283 
36.200  3  32.769 
36.200  4  32.01  4 
40.200  2  31.987 
1.200  4  31.962 
53.400  1  32.407 
36.200  3  33.044 
53.400  2  33.246 
51.400  2  33.686 
36.200  2  30.745 
Table 4. Simulation of 100 stages under.8-optimal 
policy. 
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